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By ST AFF REPORT S

Private aviator Sentient Jet is  making it easier for its members with health concerns to travel courtesy of a partnership
with a medical concierge.

Sentient has renewed its relationship with PinnacleCare for a second year, offering clients access to medical
evacuation and health advisory services. For travelers with chronic illnesses, travel can be a stressful undertaking,
leading to a number of healthcare-focused hospitality alliances.

"At Sentient Jet, we recognize that traveling can be stressful, especially for travelers with existing or potential health
concerns," said Andrew Collins, CEO and president of Sentient Jet, in a statement. "We are thrilled to offer a
thoughtful travel solution with PinnacleCare so that travelers can fly with comfort, ease, and peace of mind."

Health meets hospitality
PinnacleCare is a concierge-style service for clients' medical and health needs, facilitating access and offering
guidance. This may include referrals to doctors, facilities and hospitals and premier access to centers of
excellence.

The advisory's Global Connect Membership is a risk-management policy with coverage for medical evacuation and
international hospital insurance.

Since January, PinnacleCare has been included in Sentient Jet's benefits guide as its first healthcare partner. The
aviation firm's clients get a 25 percent discount on the PinnacleCare membership setup fee.

"We want to make it easier for Sentient Jet cardholders who are facing serious medical issues," said James Mead,
CEO of PinnacleCare. "Our message to them is, We are here to help you and your family return to good health so you
can continue traveling and exploring the world without medical needs limiting your travel and lifestyle.' Our
partnership makes this goal a reality."
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A number of hospitality firms have linked with healthcare services as affluents' focus on achieving wellness rises.

Private aviation company XOJet is helping its clients to feel better.

XOJet has partnered with Summus, a private healthcare referral network connecting clients with leading physicians,
to bring its clients quick access to world-class medicinal service. While private aviation and healthcare might seem
distinct, the overlapping ultra-high-net-worth clients will provide each group with enhanced access to a receptive
group of consumers (see story).

Luxury medical concierge Vie Cache is revolutionizing the healthcare business for affluent consumers.

Vie Cache offers annual health screenings and at-home and away-from-home care prior to or after hospitalization or
surgery, as well as an array of management services. Among its partners is the Four Seasons Hotel Los Angeles at
Beverly Hills (see story).
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